ABOUT US
Since 1952 Arrow Sign Company has manufactured quality electric and architectural signs. From initial design concepts to detailed plans, fabrication,
installation and maintenance, our full service sign company has created some of the nationÕs most exciting displays. Over our sixty year tenure, we have
expanded our services from basic commercial signage to developing a comprehensive identity solution for our clients. Our products range from interior,
wayfinding programs, rebranding, decorative lighting, electronic displays, architectural metal work and all aspects of custom sign manufacturing. Our unique
experience allows us the ability to solve the challenges our customers face on complex projects. Our capabilities can be summed up in a phrase coined in our
early years by our Production Manager Òif you can draw it, we can build itÓ.

Over 100,000 square feet of Manufacturing
Our 100,000 sq ft manufacturing facility located in Stockton California is equipped to facilitate the largest projects devised for our trade. We maintain state of
the art equipment including a 2013 10 x 14 Multi CAM CNC router, dozens of welders for MIG, TIG welding for aluminum, stainless, and steel, overhead
cranes to allow for large structure manufacturing, channel letter forming machine, two large paint booths, as well as all basic commercial signage equipment
such as vinyl plotter, saws, hand tools, etc. Many of our craftsman are third generation and are the most experienced in the business proficient in stainless,
aluminum, steel, sheet metal, acrylics, polycarbonates, vinyls, etc. We provide an automotive quality paint finish via Matthews polyurethane as well other VOC
compliant paints. As well, we specialize in all aspects of custom finishes such as gloss, patina, polished, brushed, and text coat. Our extensive fabrication
experience is second to none in the industry.

Largest Sign Company Fleet in Northern California
Sign erection and installation provides the most challenging aspect of any project. Our field work is primarily performed in heavily traveled public areas
requiring special attention to safety. As well, various site conditions demand a wide range of equipment to get the job done; Arrow Sign Company has
assembled the largest installation fleet in Northern California. With five full service installation crane trucks, three heavy lifting
cranes, five service pick-up trucks, three tractor trailers, dump truck, portable staging equipment, bobcat, welders and a large
variety of hand tools, we are able to complete any installation. Our team has a combined experience of over 100 years
installing signs and have the knowledge to resolve any conflicts that may arise. Their skills have no barrier ranging from
master electrician to accomplished certified welding. There is no project too large or too difficult for us to complete.
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